
pay growth has left workers financially vulnerable.
Two-thirds of adults in poverty are in work; that figure has
never been higher than it is now.  Inflation is over 10% and
we have seen the biggest fall in living standards in the last
50 years.  The results of over a decade of Conservative
Governments are clear to see.  Only a Labour Government
can bring back the stability and growth that we need.

Labour’s plan to abolish the House of Lords.

For years now, the Tories have promised to level up our
country, but it has turned out to be nothing more than empty
rhetoric. They have pretended to care about the North East,
but in reality, they have left our public services falling apart,
with just crumbs from the table.

That is why Labour has announced our most bold policy yet.
We would abolish the House of Lords and replace it with an
elected second chamber to represent the regions and
nations of the UK.  That second chamber would give more
power to the North East and would be the biggest ever
transfer of power from Westminster to the British people.
The proposals still need to go through a series of
consultations but would be a radical devolution of power to
locally elected and locally accountable representatives.

For example, we would give towns and cities across
England new powers to drive growth, through a new,
streamlined process to initiate local legislation in Parliament.
We would also transfer 50,000 civil service jobs out of
London and give local government the money to invest more
confidently in their area’s futures.

Britain doesn’t need another slogan like ‘Levelling Up’, what
we need is a permanent transfer of power and wealth away
from Whitehall, towards people across the country.

Strikes over the Christmas period, 2022

This Christmas we saw nurses, ambulance workers,
posties, border guards, railway staff and more go on
strike.  But make no mistake about it ... these are Rishi
Sunak’s strikes.  It was the PM who drove nurses to
vote to strike for the first time in their history and it was
this Government refusing to negotiate with workers that
has caused this industrial action.  Whether you work for
the railway and have had to give up your pay during the
cost of living crisis, or are a patient facing yet another
delayed appointment, you will have no doubt about who
is to blame.

With vital services under chronic strain and backlogs across
the country, strikes are the last thing we need.  But the
Conservative Government think that if they let these strikes
play out, then it will make Labour look weak and help the
Tories in the next election.  It is once again, party before
country, for the Tories.  If Labour was in government, we
would be doing everything we could to prevent them.

The Tories want to us to blame workers for these strikes,
but they are wrong if they think that the country is going to
believe their lies.  More than a decade of austerity with no
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Sharon Hodgson with local member Brandon Feeley, campaigning
in the recent Labour Chester by-election win, for Samantha Dixon.



Community Wealth Fund debate, Westminster Hall

On the 6th of December, I was proud to speak in
Westminster Hall on Dormant Assets Funding and
Community Wealth Funds.  A community-led approach to
investment, in the form of a Community Wealth Fund,
would mean local priorities and desired outcomes would
be determined at the local level by the people who live
there.  The next wave of Dormant Assets Funding is
estimated to be £880 million pounds, which would be
transformative in building community confidence right
here in Washington and Sunderland West, especially in
the St Anne’s and Washington North wards, which I
spoke about being particular beneficiaries of this potential
funding and would provide the foundations to enable our
neighbourhoods to bolster their social infrastructure
for the future.

Art, Craft and Design in Education APPG meeting
In December the All-Party Group on Art, Craft and Design
in Education, which I chair, met bringing together policy
makers and educators from around the country.
We heard from David Blunkett who is leading Labour’s
Council of Skills Advisers.  He set out Labour’s future
education and skills agenda which will focus on the long-
term opportunity that rapid change brings.  It sets out
three key aims: rapidly restore a sustainable upward
trajectory in growth and productivity; deliver quality jobs
and provide the incentive and necessary skills to fill large-
scale vacancies in order to accelerate growth without
long-term inflationary pressures; and prepare for the
ongoing impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution – the
transition towards net-zero and the rapidly changing
profile of the workplace.

Dyslexia and other SpLDs APPG meeting
Too often, the effects of neurodiversity and Dyslexia are overlooked
when they present in adults.  A strong sector focus on children
with neurodiversity sucks air out of advocacy for those who are
slightly older or outside education.  In the most recent All-Party
Parliamentary Group meeting for Dyslexia and other SpLDs, we
looked at the issue to try to rectify the balance.  Tom Hunt MP
gave an account of his own experience as a politician with
dyslexia, which was well received by attendees.  Further on, the
group called for an assessment of the impact of dyslexia on low
literacy rates of prison inmates after hearing from a formerly
incarcerated man.  My thanks go to the British Dyslexia
Association, newly led by Chivonne Preston, for providing the
secretariat. Our plans to shine light on the plight of those with
dyslexia carry on afresh.

Envision AESC new site launch visit, IAMP Sunderland

Last month I had the pleasure of attending the ceremony at
Envision AESC for the construction of the first pillar.  The new
gigafactory will employ over 1,000 people when operational in
2025 and will be powered by 100% net zero carbon energy.
Envision AESC will manufacture enough batteries to power
100,000 electric vehicles annually.  The new state of the art facility
will form a wider £1 billion partnership with Nissan and Sunderland
City Council to create EV36Zero, an electric vehicle hub supporting
next generation Electric Vehicle production and accelerating the
transition to net zero carbon mobility.

Other updates
•• In other news from December, the IAMP Sunderland site was
shortlisted for a Rolls-Royce factory to manufacture components
for small modular reactors, to then be moved to provide nuclear
power at sites elsewhere.  •• In support of Guide Dogs’ Open
Doors campaign I wrote to Sunderland Council and the NE
Chamber of Commerce to ask them to raise awareness within the
business community of the legal right to take assistance dogs into
business premises.  •• Finally, jointly with fellow Sunderland MPs,
I wrote to Northern Rail, and to the Transport Secretary, after the
operator announced it planned to shut Sunderland station, along
with 500 other stations across the country over the Christmas
period.  While it is clear that the Government need to stop ducking
responsibility and get round the negotiating table to bring an end
to the planned industrial action, it was totally unacceptable for
Northern Rail to plan to leave a city the size of Sunderland without
a train station for that long.  Thankfully this decision was
then overturned.
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There is no better time than now to encourage

your family and friends to join the Labour

Party.  Join here, by using this link below:

https://labour.org.uk/members/why-join-labour


